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Abstract— This paper presents the Compliant Task Generator:
a new approach for the automatic conversion of a geometric
path generated by a compliant path planner to a force based
task specification for a compliant robot controller. Based on
the geometric model of a moving object and its environment,
a compliant path planner generates a set of six-dimensional
positions x1...m and their corresponding contact formations
CF1...n . The compliant force controller, which executes a planned
path under force feedback using the Hybrid Control Paradigm,
expects a desired force wd , velocity td and position xd at
each time-step, together with their force and velocity controlled
subspaces W and T . To specify these controller primitives, we
add information about the desired dynamic interaction between
the moving object and its environment, in the form of the desired
kinetic energy Ekin of the moving object and the potential
energy Epot in the contacts with the environment, together with
the inertia and stiffness matrix M and S. We fully automated
the conversion process of the compliant planner output together
with the added information about the dynamic interaction, to a
force based task specification. This eliminates the requirement of
human intervention between the planning and execution phase.
The presented approach applies to all compliant motions between
polyhedral objects, and is verified in a real world experiment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compliant motion [7] guides a manipulator or an object held
by a manipulator, using the force interaction with constraining
environmental objects, to help overcome uncertainties associated with assembly and manipulation tasks. M. T. Mason
was one of the first to publish works on compliance and
force control [13]. He introduced the Task Frame Formalism
(TFF), an intuitive and manipulator independent tool that
presents an interface to an operator for the specification of
force controlled robot tasks in the Hybrid Control Paradigm
(HCP) [14]. Bruyninckx and De Schutter made an extensive
catalog of TFF models and specifications in [2]. While the
TFF has potential application fields in many contact tasks, it
cannot model more complex contact situations with multiple
contacts, even with polyhedral objects. Recently, De Schutter
presented a constraint-based task specification formalism that
can cope with complex contact formations [6].
However, these approaches themselves have no “intelligence”, but rely on human intervention and intuition to define a task specification compatible with the framework. For
more complex tasks, involving multiple contacts and complex
changes in contact formations, this can prove almost impossible. Even between two simple polyhedral objects, hundreds

of contact formations and transitions between neighboring
contact formations are possible. Different approaches try to
automatically generate the complex sequence of contact formations in a task. The Programming by Human Demonstration approach [5], [16] extracts force, position and contact
data about a task, while a human demonstrates the task,
using a robot manipulator or a special demonstration tool.
Another approach, as used in our research, uses a planning
system that automatically generates a compliant path based
on a geometrical model of the manipulated object and its
environment. Xiao and Ji developed an off-line compliant
planner [10], which is based on their systematic approach to
automatically generate the contact state space between two
arbitrary polyhedral objects in terms of a contact state graph
[18]. Based on a geometric model of the two contacting
polyhedral objects, this planner generates a complex compliant
path by compliant interpolation between neighboring contact
states. The resulting compliant path however, only contains
geometric and topological information, and cannot be used
directly by a controller using the HCP.
In this paper we present an approach, verified by real
world experimental results, to automatically generate a task
specification for a hybrid controller, based on the output of
the compliant planner and the desired dynamic interaction
between the objects in contact. This allows us to generate
a complex compliant path using the geometric models of
the objects in contact, and immediately execute it on a
real robot manipulator using force feedback, as schematically
represented in figure 3.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II
we briefly review the concept of contact formation and contact
state graph. The next section discusses the interfaces to the
compliant planner and the hybrid controller, defined by the
planner and controller primitives. Section IV describes the
automatic generation of the controller primitives, using the
planner primitives and information about the desired dynamics and kinematics of the system. Section V explains the
internals of the hybrid force-velocity controller, that controls
the manipulator according to task specified by the controller
primitives. The experimental setup we used to verify our
approach and the obtained results are discussed in section VI.
Finally, section VII contains the conclusions and possible
future extensions.

II. R EVIEW: C ONTACT F ORMATIONS AND C ONTACT S TATE
G RAPH
A. Contact Formations

The notion of principal contacts (P C’s) was introduced
[17] to describe a contact primitive between two surface
elements of two polyhedral objects in contact, where a surface
element can be a face, an edge, or a vertex. The boundary
elements of a face are the edges and vertices bounding it, and
the boundary elements of an edge are the vertices bounding
it. Formally, a P C denotes the contact between a pair of
surface elements which are not boundary elements of other
contacting surface elements. As an example, figure 1 shows
the six non-degenerate P C’s that can be formed between
two polyhedral objects. Each non-degenerate P C is associated
with a contact plane, defined by a contacting face or the two
contacting edges at an edge-edge P C. A general contact state
between two objects can be characterized topologically by
the set of P C’s formed, called a contact formation (CF ). A
configuration compliant to a CF is called a CF -compliant
eplacementsconfiguration. Any motion formed by a sequence of CF compliant configurations is called a CF -compliant motion.
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Fig. 1. Every non-degenerate contact formation between polyhedral objects
can be described by a combination of the six non-degenerate Principal
Contacts (P C’s)

B. Contact State Graph
Xiao and Ji developed a divide-and-merge approach [18]
to generate the contact state space between two polyhedral
objects as a contact state graph G. In G, a node represents
a contact formation, and an arc represents the adjacency
relationship between two contact formations, as shown in
figure 2. Specifically, the approach takes advantage of the
fact that G can be divided into special subgraphs called the
goal-contact relaxation (GCR) graphs, where each GCR graph
is defined by a locally most constrained contact state, called
the seed, and its less-constrained neighboring contact states.
The approach was implemented with algorithms to generate
a complete GCR graph automatically and to merge multiple
GCR graphs automatically into a single contact state graph
[18].
III. C OMPLIANT P LANNER AND H YBRID C ONTROLLER
P RIMITIVES
A. Compliant Planner Primitives
The problem of compliant motion planning can be defined
as follows: given a CF1 -compliant initial configuration x1 ,
search a collision-free compliant path to a CFn -compliant

Fig. 2.
The contact state graph of two polyhedral objects shows all
possible contact formations (nodes) and transitions between neighboring
contact formations (arcs).

end configuration xm through a sequence of adjacent contact
formations between CF1 and CFn . Ji and Xiao developed
a two-level geometric approach to tackle this problem [10].
First a high-level graph search in the contact state graph
results in a sequence of state transitions between adjacent
contact formations, connecting CF1 and CFn . Then a lowlevel motion planner within each contact formation CFj of the
high level path produces a sequence of CFj -compliant configurations, connecting the last configuration of CFj−1 to the first
configuration of CFj+1 . This low-level motion planner [9] is
based on extending the Probabilistic Roadmap Paradigm [11]
by building roadmaps of randomly sampled CFj -compliant
configurations and by compliant interpolations. A roadmap
contains feasible CFj -compliant configurations that are not
in other collisions unspecified by CFj as nodes. Two nodes
are connected by an arc if a feasible CFj -compliant path can
be found from straight-line compliant interpolation between
the configurations of the two nodes. Next a graph search in
such a roadmap can result in a feasible CFj -compliant path in
terms of a sequence of feasible CFj -compliant configurations.
Finally, a concatenation of CFj -compliant paths for j = 1...n
yields a feasible compliant path from x1 of CF1 to xm of
CFn .
The output primitives of this compliant planner only contain
geometrical and topological information and are represented
by a set of configurations x1...m and their corresponding
contact formations CF1...n . Each two configurations xi and
xi+1 are at the same or at neighboring contact formations.
The motion from the last configuration of CFj to the first
configuration of CFj+1 is always small and finite, allowing us
to only use the information of CFj+1 to guide such a motion,
as will be explained in section IV-B.

B. Hybrid Controller Primitives
The Hybrid Control Paradigm (HCP) [13], [14] is one
of the two major force control paradigms, together with
the Impedance Control, and assumes a geometric interaction
model. In HCP terminology, an object has b Cartesian degrees
of freedom which are force controlled, and (6 − b) Cartesian
degrees of freedom which are velocity controlled, represented
by a b dimensional force controlled subspace W and a (6 − b)
dimensional velocity controlled subspace T . All vectors of W
and T are reciprocal [12], which means that the ideal contact
forces, represented in W , produce no work against the allowed
instantaneous velocities, represented in T .
In the specific subset of all possible compliant motion tasks
which can be specified using the Task Frame approach [13],
is always possible to find a (moving) reference frame in
which the subspaces W and T are time-invariant within one
contact formation. This makes an intuitive force and velocity
specification along the axes of the time-invariant subspaces
possible: a desired wrench and velocity along the task frame
axes completely specifies the task. The Task Frame covers
most simple contact formations between two objects, but for
example a little more complex contact formation involving
two vertex-face contacts at two different faces is not covered
any more. Thus, for a general compliant motion task it is
not possible to find such a time-invariant reference frame and
W and T will depend on the specific configuration within
each contact formation. This implies that the primitives of
a general hybrid controller at time t not only include the
desired wrench wd , the desired position xd and the desired
velocity td , but also the specific reciprocal force and velocity
controlled subspaces W and T at that time. The controller
primitives are the task specification for the controller, and
specify the same path as the planner primitives, but in a
form the controller can understand. Figure 3 gives a schematic
overview of the primitives used by the compliant planner
and the hybrid controller. The next section explains how the
planner primitives are converted into the controller primitives.
IV. C OMPLIANT TASK G ENERATOR

the velocity controlled subspace, by giving the moving object
a constant kinetic energy. The constant potential energy is used
to convert the planner contact formation setpoints CF1...n into
a smooth force trajectory, by giving the contacts between the
moving object and its environment a constant potential energy.
Note that Ekin only affects the velocity controlled subspace
and Epot only the force controlled subspace, unlike in other
approaches such as the Impedance Control Paradigm where
both Ekin and Epot influence both forces and velocities.
A. Desired velocity, position and force
The desired twist td , position xd and wrench wd are
calculated using the set of configurations x1...m and their
contact formation CF1...m , together with the kinetic and
potential energy Ekin and Epot , and the mass and stiffness
matrices M and K.
The desired twist td at time t ∈ [ti , ti+1 [, to move from xi
to xi+1 with constant kinetic energy Ekin is defined by
s
2 · Ekin
· ti,i+1
(1)
td =
tT
i,i+1 · M · ti,i+1
in which
ti,i+1 = xi+1 − xi

(2)

is a constant displacement twist to move from xi to xi+1 .
The mass matrix M represents the inertia properties of the
moving object.
The desired position xd at time t ∈ [ti , ti+1 [, between xi
and xi+1 is defined by
xd = xi + td · (t − ti )

(3)

The desired wrench wd at time t ∈ [ti , ti+1 [ depends on the
contact strength of the contact formation of xi+1 . This means
that the desired wrench at a point contact (vertex-face, facevertex or edge-edge) is smaller than at a line contact (edge-face
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ant robot controller. The compliant planner generates a set of
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positions x1...m and their contact formations CF1...n , while
the hybrid controller expects a desired force wd , velocity td
Compliant Task Generator
and position xd at each time-step, together with their force
wd , td and xd
and velocity controlled subspaces W and T . To automatically
generate these controller primitives, based on the planner
W, T
primitives, we add information about the desired dynamic
interaction between the moving object and its environment,
Robot
contained in only four parameters: a constant kinetic energy
controller
Ekin together with the mass matrix M of the moving object,
and a constant potential energy Epot at each elementary
contact together with the local contact stiffness matrix K. The
3. Compliant task generation: the primitives of the off-line compliant
constant kinetic energy is used to convert the discrete planner Fig.
path planner are converted into primitives for the hybrid robot controller.
position setpoints x1...m into a smooth velocity trajectory in

or face-edge), and that the desired wrench at a line contact is
smaller than at a plane contact (face-face). Therefore we we
further decompose all P C’s of the contact formation of xi+1
into elementary contacts ECk , with k = 1 . . . v. EC’s are
associated with a contact point and a contact normal, as shown
in figure 4. At each ECk a frame fk can be positioned, with
the origin at the contact point and the x-axis along the contact
normal, oriented from the environment towards the moving
object. In frame fk , a unit contact force is represented by a
wrench vector
£
¤T
wunit = 1 0 0 0 0 0
(4)

Now we choose the desired wrench wdk at each ECk so that
the potential energy that is built up at each ECk equals Epot .
s
2 · Epot
· wunit
(5)
wd k =
T
wunit · K −1 · wunit
in which K is the local contact stiffness matrix at the
elementary contact.
The total desired wrench wd is defined by the sum of all
wd1...v at each EC1...v , transformed to a frame f by
#
!
Ã"
f
v
X
0
R
3x3
f
k
i
h
· wdk
(6)
wd =
pffk × · Rffk Rffk
k=1

f
f
in which
h Rfk iis the rotation and pfk the translation from fk to
f , and pffk × the 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrix representing
the cross product with pffk
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(7)

B. Defining force and velocity controlled subspaces
To obtain the force controlled subspace W and the
reciprocal velocity controlled subspace T at time t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ],
we use the topological information of the contact formation
at the next time-step ti+1 . This is important when there is
a change in contact formation between xi and xi+1 , which
is always a change between neighboring CF 0 s, CFj and
CFj+1 . In the case that CFj+1 is less constrained than CFj ,
i.e, a contact is broken from CFj to CFj+1 , the velocity
controlled subspace of the latter will be higher dimensional

than the velocity controlled subspace of the former, allowing
a motion to break the contact. In the case that CFj+1 is more
constrained than CFj , the force controlled subspace of the
latter will be higher dimensional then the force controlled
subspace of the former, which allows the creation of a new
contact under force feedback.
To get a base for the force and velocity controlled subspaces
at CFj+1 , we combine all wrench vectors w 1...v at CFj+1 , to
form a non-minimal base for the W . Using the singular value
decomposition of this base, in the form of A = U · S · V T ,
we get a minimal base for W and for its dual space T ,
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(9)

are the p singular values, with p ≤ 6. The threshold ² ≈ 0
selects the singular values that are almost equal to zero,
creating a b-dimensional force controlled subspace and a
(6 − b)-dimensional velocity controlled subspace. The reciprocity condition for the two subspaces
WT · T = 0

(10)

means that the wrenches of W produce no work against the
twists of T .
V. I MPLEMENTATION OF THE H YBRID C ONTROLLER
The task specification for the controller side consists of
the desired velocity td , the desired position xd and the
desired force wd at each time-step, in the reciprocal velocity
controlled subspace T and force controlled subspace W . The
hybrid controller combines this input with the measured force
wm and measured position xm , into velocity setpoints ts for
a velocity controlled manipulator.
A. Position and Velocity Controller in T
The desired velocity td , the desired position xd and the
measured position xm define the velocity for the manipulated
object in the (6 − b)-dimensional (see (9)) velocity controlled
subspace T , represented by the (6 − b)-dimensional vectors
ut and ux .
ut = T † · t d
(11)
ux = KFx B · T † · (xd − xm )

(12)

†

in which T is the pseudo inverse of T , using the mass matrix
M of the manipulated object as a weight matrix

eplacements

T † = (T T · M · T )−1 · M
point contact

line contact

plane contact

Fig. 4. A general contact formation (CF ) can be decomposed into elementary
contacts (EC’s), which are associated with a contact point and a contact
normal

(13)

which minimizes the projection error when an exact projection
into the velocity controlled subspace T is not possible due to
modeling uncertainties, by minimizing the kinetic energy of
the mass M . The (6 − b)-dimensional diagonal matrix KFx B
specifies the proportional position feedback in T .

representing the cross product with p as defined in equation
(7). The diagonal matrix Ks0 approximates the stiffness
The desired wrench wd and the measured wrench wm
define a wrench-change for the manipulated object in the b- expressed at the center of the flexible mounting part.
Finally, the twist ts is transformed into joint velocities q̇
dimensional (see (9)) force controlled subspace W , reprefor
the velocity controlled manipulator. We use a high speed
sented by the b-dimensional vector uw .
control loop with Cartesian position feedback on the integrated
PSfrag replacements
uw = KFwB · W † · (wd − wm )
(14) twist xf of the manipulated object, to eliminate drift on the
manipulator position. A control scheme of this feedback loop
in which W † is the pseudo inverse of W , using the in- is shown in figure 5, in which J is the manipulator Jacobian
verse stiffness matrix K −1 , where K is the contact stiffness and K p the Cartesian position feedback constant.
FB
between the manipulator and the manipulated object, as the
weight matrix
B. Force Controller in W

W † = (W T · K −1 · W )−1 · K −1

(15)

which minimizes the projection error when an exact projection into the force controlled subspace W is not possible
due to modeling uncertainties and friction, by minimizing
the potential energy in a spring with stiffness K. The bdimensional diagonal matrix KFwB specifies the proportional
force feedback in W .
When changing from a less constrained CFj to a more
constrained CFj+1 , a new contact is added under force control
because the contact formation at the next time-step us used to
build the force controlled subspace. This makes the approach
robust to inaccurate modeling of the objects in contact. To
verify if and when the new contact has been created, we use a
simple online estimator that checks when the potential energy
in the difference between the desired and the measured force
goes below a threshold δ
i
1 h
· (wd − wm )T · K −T · (wd − wm ) < δ
(16)
2

C. Resulting Manipulator Velocity

The (6 − m)-dimensional vectors ut and ux define the
resulting twist in the velocity controlled twist space, and
can be directly applied by a velocity controlled manipulator.
The m-dimensional vector uw however, which defines the
resulting wrench at the manipulated object, can only be applied
indirectly by a velocity controlled manipulator, by an interaction between the manipulated object and its environment.
Therefore, as shown in figure 6, we use the stiffness Ks of a
flexible mounting part connecting the manipulated object with
the manipulator to define the relation between an applied twist
and the resulting wrench change.
¸
·
£
¤
uw
−1
(17)
ts = K s · W T ·
ut + u x

At the reference frame of the manipulated object, Ks is
defined by
·
¸
·
¸
RT
03x3
R
[p×] · R
0
Ks =
·
K
·
s
03x3
R
−RT · [p×] RT
(18)
in which R is the rotation matrix and p the displacement
vector from the flexible mounting part to the manipulated
object reference frame. [p×] is a 3×3 skew-symmetric matrix

ts

R

xf

KFp B

−
xm

t

J −1

q̇

Fig. 5.
The high speed Cartesian position feedback loop with velocity
feedforward controls the joint velocities of the manipulator.

VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This paragraph describes the experimental setup and the
obtained results of the real world experiment we used to verify
our approach.
A. Experimental Setup
In our experiments we use the Kuka 361, a six degrees of
freedom velocity controlled industrial manipulator, which is
shown in figure 6. The manipulated object, a cube, is attached
to the manipulator with a flexible mounting part. The cube is
moved in contact with the environment, which consists of three
perpendicular faces forming a corner. We use a six dimensional
JR3 wrench sensor to measure the wrench applied by the cube
on the corner.
The hybrid controller and hardware communication is implemented in the hard realtime Open Robot Control Software
(Orocos) framework [1]. The hybrid controller is implemented
as a hard realtime, not interruptible task running at 100[Hz]
with a maximum latency of 16[µsec], while the task specification is generated online, as a non-realtime, interruptible
task. The Orocos framework takes care of the thread-safe
communication and data flow between the two tasks.
B. Cube-Corner Experiment
First the off-line compliant path planner is used to generate a
path going though a set of given configurations. The paths generated for the experiment include complex contact formations,
containing point contacts, line contacts and plane contacts, as
well as combinations of these contact types. Then, these paths,
together with the kinetic and potential energy that are tuned for
this cube-corner setup, are provided to our implementation of
the approach, and immediately executed under force feedback.
The task specification is generated online and provided to the
controller. The result is a smooth motion of the cube in contact
with the corner, along the planned path.

compliant planner. We plan to integrate online estimators,
based on the Bayesian approach [4], to collect data during the
force controlled execution of a planned path [15]. This can be
geometrical data about the objects in contact or topological
information about the current contact formation and contact
formation transitions. Based on this new data, the planner can
decide to re-plan part of the compliant path. The Free Software
Bayesian Filtering library [8] offers a unifying framework for
all Bayesian filters, that will serve our needs for the integration
of online estimators such as Kalman filters, Extended Kalman
filters and particle filters.
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